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Emerald Park Trail
North Little Rock

This is an exceptionally scenic view of Little Rock and the Arkansas River, with only a mildly difficult climb as payment.  The trail runs from 
Riverview Park at river level (adjoining AR River Trail) into Emerald Park, just east of Burns Park.  The loop hike starts with a climb of 200' 
up a dirt road until it reaches the top of the bluff on Big Rock Mountain.  It then follows the bluff line above Arkansas River and the old rock 
quarry.  There are several overlooks along this stretch, and on a clear day the views are stunning.  You will never look at Little Rock the 
same way again. After passing historic Fort Root, the trail descends some switchbacks back to river level.  This portion is rocky, but not 
particulalry steep.  The loop is completed by turning east on the Arkansas Rivr Trail back to the starting point.   This last section is wide, 
paved, sunny and shared with bicycles.  There is a side trail that takes you right through the old quarry.
A shorter, all paved route provides easy access to the ovrlooks.  This route uses a new trailhead off Fort Roots Dr.  This section includes a 
memorial bench for former OMH hiker Diane McConnell.
Planning notes: 1. This is a good Saturday hike when it is starting to get hot.  An easy alternative route would start on top of hill. , but 

would also be
2. Hike is nicest during leaf off, but might also be nice in spring for wild flowers.
3. Note: in 2013 a new section was added to this trail.  This is the easier, all paved access to overlooks mentioned above.
4. Those interested in local history should research Fort Roots, which sits atop the bluffs, and its several iterations as a 
military post.

Access Notes: 1. Trailhead is by skateboard park in Riverview Park, North Little Rock. Take I-30 toward LR, I-430 to I-40; East on I-40 
one exit to Broadway Exit (first exit after crossing the river). Follow Broadway west to the roundabout at Pike Avenue. Exit 
the roundabout on the west side onto Rockwater Blvd. Proceed to the intersection with River Road. Continue northwest 
on River Road to the skateboard park on your left. Bathrooms and water fountain available, but may be closed in winter.  
Alternate restroom stop at McDonald’s at the intersection of I-30 AND Broadway.
2. Alternate trailhead:  GPS Entry, 2200 Fort Roots Drive, North Little Rock.  Take I-30 East to Exit 141B (U. S. 70/ E. 
Broadway, Left onto W. 18th Street,  Bear Right onto Fort Roots Drive, Trailhead Parking at just before entry into V. A. 
Hospital complex.
3.  Assume 50 miles and 1:00 from HSV East (hwy 5) Gate.

For additional info: North Little Rock Parks web site (http://www.nlrpr.org/trails)
Recent Hike Leaders

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Recent Hikes:
- - - - - - - - - - - 
Jan 10, 2015 Leader: Tom & Jeanie Calhoun 20 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Loop hike starting at Riverview Park skateboard park; up the hill to bluffs; followed bluffline westward above 
quarry, descending to AR River Trail, through the quarry and back to starting point.

4.5  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 4
sss: views from top of bluff 
On this clear day the view was gorgeous! We stopped at several overlooks. Trail conditions were very good, with some rocky 
portions.  Scenery included wooded area, and GREAT views of Arkansas River, Little Rock, bridges and the quarry at Big Rock.  
No wildlife or flowers.
We stopped at the bench overlooking the river that was dedicated to Jeanie’s sister, Diane McConnell,  an OMH member who was 
killed in a bicycling accident in 2012.
Tom provided background information to the group on Burns Park, Big Rock and Fort Roots. Neil Jones provided information on the 
use of the stone taken from the quarry.
13 of us went to The Buffalo Grill in Little Rock for lunch. Group seemed to enjoy it.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Sept 28, 2013 Leader: Cliff & Pamela Harrison 15 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Out and back from VA Hospital at Ft Roots
4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 1 Scenic Rating 4
First use of thenew section starting at Fort Roots.  This provides much easier access to the overlooks.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
May 26, 2012 Leader: Tom & Jeanie Calhoun 18 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Loop hike starting at Riverview Park skateboard park; up the hill to bluffs; followed bluffline westward above 
quarry, descending to AR River Trail, past quarry and back to starting point.

4.5  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 4
sss: views from top of bluff 
New hike provided strartling views of Little Rock and Arkansas River Valley.  Much of hike was along the 250' bluff line on Big Rock 
Mountain, above old rock quarry.  Last part was on Arkansas River Trail along the river back to Riverview Park
Beautiful day, but a bit to hot/humid.  Three first time hikers, seemed to enjoy themselves.  One joined the club.
Most went to Whole Hog  Cafe in West LR  (BBQ) after hike.


